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xtal Ltd. is a private, international company
with Swiss ownership. Extal has 250 dedicated employees of which 32 are academics and 24 engineers. Extal’s manufacturing
location is in Israel, on an area of 85,000 m2.
Extal’s extrusion capacity is 13,000 tons per year
and we offer numerous post extrusion manufacturing processes.
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Extal’s extensive knowledge in development and
engineering comes from international cooperation
with leading companies.
The company’s engineers are skilled and experienced, with backgrounds in materials engineering,
applied physics, and chemistry. The engineering
department is fully focused on customer needs
and it offers engineering support starting from the
first steps of product development.

made solutions to new and complex problems.

Extal – Paint Factory
Extal’s paint factory is equipped with a complete
line of pre-treatment solutions, using chrome free,
environmentally friendly chemicals. The paint
factory uses Corona spray guns and recyclable
powder paint. The fully automated paint line
ensures that each profile remains at each stage of
the process for the correct amount of time.

Extal – Going Global
Special care is given to the packaging and transport
of products, and advanced methods are used to
ensure products reach customers intact. Extal builds
crates to customer specifications and packaging
options include cardboard and plastic wrap, wooden
crates and steel banding. Additionally, Extal can meet
any customer packaging requirements.

Extal – Aluminum Extrusion Lines
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Extal has two presses for aluminum extrusion: a 4000
and 1800 ton press. Extrusion is fully automated and
regulated by sophisticated computer control software.
Extal specializes in the extrusion of 6XXX series
aluminum. Extal has its own in-house die shop,
and a technical department to support customer
needs and supply the best solutions.

Extal – Secondary Manufacturing
As part of Extal’s goal to comprehensively serve customer needs, the company offers secondary manufacturing including: punching, cutting, bending as
well as painting and anodizing. Extal’s versatile capabilities and expertise enables us to provide custom
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